
 

INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED GUITAR 
VIRTUOSO TRACE BUNDY TO PERFORM AT 

CLUB PASSIM ON AUGUST 19TH 
 

Nicknamed the “Acoustic Ninja,” Guitarist Brings Innovative 
Skills to Cambridge on August 19th 

 
 

Cambridge, MA - August 8, 2018 - Club Passim will once again introduce a rising folk star 
when internationally acclaimed guitar virtuoso Trace Bundy makes his debut performance on 
Sunday, August 19th at 8PM.  Utilizing a wide range of harmonics, loops, multiple capos -often 
all at once - Bundy delivers intricate arrangements that have earned him mention in acoustic 
guitar magazine for "Best Fingerstyle Guitarist of the Year." 
 

The legend of his electrifying live show has now spread to the 28 countries in which he has 
performed and he’s literally entertained millions online with over 40 million YouTube views.  As 
an independent artist, he has sold over 125,000 albums through his own label, Honest Ninja 
Music.  His Cambridge date comes in the midst of a national tour that will take him from coast to 
coast as well as back overseas to Europe before the end of the year. 
 

The Boulder, CO resident, a former engineering professor at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, counts David Wilcox, Ani DiFranco and Phil Keaggy as influences and employs a 
playing style that features him playing with both hands on the fretboard, intricate finger picking 
arpeggios and inventive use of multiple capos.  He stopped using a pick after realizing he could 
create more complex music using all ten fingers. 

Tickets for Trace Bundy at Club Passim are $25 ($23 for members) and are available at 
www.clubpassim.org, by calling 617-492-7679 (9:30 AM - 5:00 PM, Monday - Friday) or at 
the Club Passim box office sixty minutes before the show begins. Club Passim is located 
in Harvard Square at 47 Palmer St., Cambridge, MA 02138.  
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About Passim 
The mission of Passim is to provide truly exceptional and interactive live musical experiences for 
both performers and audiences, to nurture artists at all stages of their career, and to build a 
vibrant music community. Passim does so through their legendary listening venue, music 
school, artist grants and outreach programs. As a nonprofit since 1994, Passim carries on the 
heritage of our predecessors-the historic Club 47 (1958-1968) and for-profit Passim 
(1969-1994). We cultivate a diverse mix of musical traditions, where the emphasis is on the 
relationship between performers and audience and teachers and students. Located in Harvard 
Square, Passim serves Cambridge and the broader region by featuring local, national and 
international artists. Our ultimate goal is to help the performance arts flourish and thereby enrich 
the lives of members of our community. For a complete schedule, visit www.passim.org. 
 
Media Contact: Tom Kielty tkielty@callananklein.com  
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